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SAN FRANCISCO INTERIOR DESIGNER KENDALL WILKINSON   
says that her greatest pleasure is tailoring highly customized decor for 
her clients to reflect and express their point of view. In the almost three 
decades since she founded Kendall Wilkinson Design, she has created 
rooms with individuality and style that are focused yet flexible. 

With her two collections of fabrics and trimmings for Fabricut 
(available through designers and to the trade), Kendall brings her expert 
view to the world of textiles, pattern, textures, and multi-layered design.

We recently conducted a lively Zoom meeting with Kendall to discuss 
new directions in her design, and her Fabricut collections. 

Design Directions:  
In Conversation with San Francisco  
Designer Kendall Wilkinson
Kendall Wilkinson Has Created New   
Fabricut Fabric Collections That Express  
Her Elegant, Creative Approach
BY DIANE DORRANS SAEKS 

Design Profile

RIGHT In this California 
bedroom/ bathroom 
suite, Wilkinson’s deft 
use of materials is on full 
display. The handsome 
and practical timber barn 
door becomes a dramatic 
sculpture in the decor.

BELOW Kendall Wilkinson 
has become a star of 
social media, admired for 
her vivacity, knowledge, 
and versatility. Her studio 
is in Presidio Heights, San 
Francisco.

OPPOSITE Wilkinson 
works very closely 
with top architects and 
contractors, forming an 
effective team. Making 
crucial decisions on floor 
plans and materials and 
design from the outset 
results in architecture 
that is harmonious and 
highly functional.

CH Newest projects? Newest directions? 

KWD The last few months have been very exciting as we begin 
work on an expansive 15,000 square foot home in Woodside. 
It is a ground-up project with a very bold color palette (think a 
pink living room) and exceptional materials. We also launched 
a ground-up project  on a magnificent site in Healdsburg, in 
addition to  renovations and updates of existing clients’ homes.  
I love engaging with creative clients. 

CH Newest directions of your fabric lines?

KWD Fabricut and I launched my second collection, Kendall 
Wilkinson Vignettes, in October 2019 at High-Point market. 
It has been incredibly well received by the industry. The 
collection is expansive, with over 160 SKU’s comprising prints, 
velvets, embroideries, and wovens, as well as a vast trim 
assortment- a first for me.  
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CH New directions is your interior design?

KWD Many existing clients  have reevaluated their homes 
and  decided that now is the time for us to  refresh things.  
The work-from-home culture will still permeate much of 
this new year.  Open floor plans must be adapted for 
privacy for school and work Zoom calls. Guest bedrooms 
are converted into functional offices. We’ve designed new 
home theatres. New terraces and patios to expand indoor/ 
outdoor living.  Home is more critical now than ever; this 
means comfort, functionality, and purpose are essential.  

CH Major changes in your projects?

KWD Technology has also changed by leaps and bounds 
since I first began my design firm in 1992. We have entirely 
wireless and fully integrated smart houses, new sustain-
able, environmentally friendly materials, and even new 
construction methods.  I always partner with the project 
architects and builders to stay on top of these trends.  

CH What inspired your new Fabricut 
collections? 

KWD My trips to Paris and Mexico 
significantly inspired me.  I also reimagined 
popular elements from the first collection 
and reworked them in scale and colors for 
this line. I worked with the Fabricut team 
using original documents, inspirational 
images from my travels, and projects.

CH Your color direction for the latest 
Fabricut collections?

KWD I chose fresh fashion colors that I love 
and gravitate towards in my own daily life 
and design. As the collection grew, we 
decided to curate the expansive range into 
three main color families - Cityscape (white, 
ivory, grey, linen and charcoal), Coastline 
(aqua, teal, blue, and navy), and Jardinière 
(emerald, pine, amethyst, and lavender. 

LEFT The highly original 
Trimmings collection for 
Fabricut includes luscious 
velvet accents, sensual 
mohair trims, as well 
as ombré, and colorful  
wovens inspired by Indian 
and Mexican weaving. 
Wilkinson offers enticing 
complexity and inspiration 
in the mix. Fabricut is 
available to the trade.

BELOW Wilkinson grew 
up in California and now 
works throughout the state, 
including recently in the 
Lake Tahoe region. Her 
interiors celebrate  and 
embrace views of nature, 
and welcome California’s 
bright and bold light.

Design Profile
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